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KATARZYNA BRUZDA

THOMAS MERTON-AN ARTIST*

"ft is not easy to be a monk with a spiritual heritage
of an artist"
"Merton an artist''. Such a formulation seems to
define most precisely who he was. Not "Merton - a
painter", "Me1ton - a poet", or "Merton -a writer".
Obviously, one can discuss only those particular
aspects of his art works, and his identity. But fi rst of ' - ,.,..,,..':':.JI_,
all Me1ton did have the soul ofan artist. It is hard to
/
say ifMe1ton as a graphic, drawer or photographer
might have become someone famous, someone
who's artistic works we could esteem as we do appreciate his writings. It seems that without his special personality, his way of spiritual quest, his attempts to live as a monk, still being in progress, continuously open, we could
not have the access and the key to a perception of his artistic works. One can
even say that his writings clear us the passage to his person, and the meeting
with him, with Thomas Merton hiniself, allows us to see all aspects of his work.
Thomas Merton, a son of a couple of aitists, imbibed with the atmosphere of attistic perception ofthe world, and above all the artistic climate of
' Transl. by A. Wojtasik.
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freedom and unconventional existence, for all his life was sensitive to art,
understood as an expression of freedom, as a way of describing spiritual
states, and as a contact with the Reality, as it appears.
A conflict mentioned in his remark on the spiritual heritage of an artist
shows Merton as a person aware of tensions. Merton's paradoxes, living
within the conflicts, and, at the same time, reaching some unexpected solutions in the midst of contradictions seem to be the essence ofhis life's quest.
Thomas himself dealt with the problem ofan apparent conflict between his
artistic identity and his monastic vocation. He wrote about the increase of
this tension wi~hin him. Already being in Gethsemani, he knew, that in his
blood he had the sense of art and understanding of artists, which could not
be taken away or internally denied. In the beginning however, the way of a
monk seemed to be opposed to such a sensitivity and contradictory to his
own need of expression as a writer or an artist. Initially he tried to isolate
himself from his needs ofanswering to important matters using the language
art, but, as Andre Malraux said 1ightly about Picasso, "We call 'artists' the
people for whom the art is a need, no matter if they create it or perceive it. If
we love a certain being, itdoesn 't mean that we think he or she is the world's
seventh wonder, but it means, that he or she is necessary to us". 1 People
internally connected with art, and Merton was such a person, cannot deceive themselves, cannot betray their own humanity described by art, cannot
ki ll the artist within themselves, even being a monk. It was the artist's soul
that opened Merton to the depths of his monastic vocation. It is possible to suggest that
the very essence of Thomas Merton's monastic vocation and his faithfulness to what was
the most important in his way of existential
searching was the result of his great artistic
sensitivity, which, iffair, is usually associated
with deeper and deeper opening to freedom
and truth. And Merton was a seeker of truth
and freedom. Thanks to this, in his ait he
could stay authentic and at the same time his
artistic identity would not allow him to stay in

1

A. Malraux, Glowa z obsydianu, Warszawa 1978, s. 125 [la tete d'obsidienne,
Paris: Gallimard, 1974).
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the closed world ofspiritual ideals and schemes
of institutions but pushed him to penetrate new
areas and depths.
Thus let's try to analyse his artistic development, which ran in parallel to his existential
and spiritual discove1ies, and to find both the
sources of his inspirations and the areas he
reached thanks to it.
I would like to mention that it is going to be
only a very b1ief journey through the art of
Merton. The subject calls for deep studies, and
the amount of works made by Merton (for example, a collection of800 drawings in the Bellannine University in Louisville, Kentucky, and
"''
the collection of numerous photographs) suggests that such studies are surely more complicated than it may initially
seem. The character of my lecture and the time limits do not allow for more
detailed analysis. In some cases I failed in precisely locating the time and
place of particular works; also not all of the works (especially the earliest
ones) presented in my expose are matched to the times of described events
from Merton's life, I tried however to maintain the general chronology. Also
I do not analyse Merton's theoretical attitude to ait. He stated his opinion
on those questions many times, for example, expressing his negative attitu2
de to poor sacral art. I consider only those threads that directly influenced
his own artistic expression.
Generally speaking, Me1ton's artistic activity can be divided into three
periods or fonnally into four groups of works differentiated according to
various means ofartistic expression. (la) Early works: ink drawings, caricatures and funny sketches made before 1940, and (lb) fo1mally similar but thematically changed ink drawings and paintings, made after entering Gethsemani
(approx. 1950), then (2) an extraordinary cycle offemale portraits dated before
1960, and (3) after 1960, photographs, dominating as a means ofartistic expression, as well as (4) numerous calligraphies made with ink and brush.
2
Cf. Th. Merton, Sacred Art and the Spiritual life, and Th. Merton, Absurdity
in Sacred Decoration, in: Disputed Questions, New York: Fan-ar, Straus and Cuda-

hy, 1960.
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Riot and optimism. Caricature and early sketches
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and is a subject oferotic fascinations. In his pictures one can see joyful nudes
of laughing women, naked young girls, provocative and full of energy. The
pictures pe1fectly catch the movement and vitality ofyoung bodies, however
it is hard to call them se1ious works in any sense. They are just sketches.
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being bred by his parents-artists, Merton received no formal artistic education). His works are
neither symbolic nor allegoric, but based on the
synthesis of from within the realistic frames. His
interest in contemporary art is clear. In the first
period of his stay Gethsemani, in his journals he
comments on the works of famous artists. He
mentions Picasso. In Me1ton's pictures from that
period on one can easily see his knowledge of
contempora1y artists. Thomas's father, Owen
Merton, in some works inspired by Cezanne's
paintings, but also by a synthetic Cubism, simplified and geomellicised a form. Thomas 's drawings
prove his inspiration taken form the Cubists'
strong and emphatic line, as well as their tendency to formal simplifications and ignoring the details. In later period it will be visible even more.
However, at the same time he is dominated by this illustrative attitude.
After entc1ing Gethsemani Merton still expresses his sympathy towards
drawing, by "illustrating" his interests with the topics impo1tru1t to him. Some
figures ofthe saints and scenes from the Bible appear and, worth mentioning,
more and more synthetic portraits. We can see the face ofCh1ist too. Merton's
later works, both paintings and graphics,
still having a sort of"topic" as a subject,
are much more developed. Merton uses a
wide brush and ink. Patches are brave and
emphatic. The observation is more accurate and simple. Expression ofvitality is visible in a patch. Some of his works are inspired by Expressionism. In the background
of his work there is an echo of Munch's
famous "Scream". Dramatic impression and
strength of affections ru·e present in his works, but one can still find also a
sense ofhumour and a healthy distance in them. There is also a visible simplification ofform and a gradual giving up illustrative elements.
To put things in order I would like to mention that there are also some
other Merton's drawings different from the dominating subject ofportrait of
the human figure, focused on still life study, as well as small landscape
studies, formally belonging to "pen notes", and made with wide movements
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of charcoal or brush. Those topics were drawn by Me11on in various periods, but generally they belong to the first one.

Reality and dream. Female portraits
One cycle of works made before 1960 deserves a
separate discussion. It needs to be commented within
the context of, extremely important for Merton, the
time of a new discovering of his identity.
The key to the gallery of female po11raits we find in
Merton's notes, letters and poetry. The portraits are parallel
with Me11on's dreams, that he remembered in detail, described and tried to note their impression in a fo1m of drawings.
Deepening, experienced at that time by Thomas is associated with a more full, intuitive understanding of the importance offemale element both in his life and his identity
as a man, as well as in the cosmic aspect, within everything around us, and finally within God Him/Her-self
The idea ofmeeting the female aspect, shown with
a deep affection in the portraits, had its literary sources in Boris Pasternak's texts, known by Merton
and in letters they exchanged, in writings ofEvdokimov, an 011hodx theologian, as well as in texts
and meeting with Stem, a psychiatrist of Jewish
origins and a Catholic convert. 3 The female thread
is associated for Merton with the contemplation of
Hagia Sofia, the Divine Wisdom. At the same time he experiences a mystical
vision in Louisville, described as a deep awareness of unity of all people, of
an absence of strangeness, and being ravished by the beauty of every
person. Merton takes that experience as a gift of Wisdom, as a grace of
meeting Hagia Sophia. " I shall never forget our meeting yesterday, he writes. The touch of your hand makes me a different person. To be with you is
rest and Trnth. Only with you are all things found, clear child, sent by God. ,r1
3 Cf. J. Montaldo, A Galle1y of Womens Faces and Dreams of Women From 1he
Drawing and Journals of 7110111as Merion, in: TMA 14 (200 I) I55-1 72, pp. 156-157.
4 Journal of Th. Merton, March 19th, 1958, qtd from J. Forest, Living Wilh
Wisdom. A Life of Thomas Merlon,Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 199 1, p. 132.
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Women have entered his dreams. He confesses
his dream to Pasternak: he dreamt of a Jewish girl,
pw·e and beautiful, who hugged him in a passionate but virgin way. Mc11on associated this figure
with St. Anne, but he was also convinced that it
was a meeting with Hagia Sophia. In a sense he interpreted all his dreams archetypically. The following
dreams are a dream about a female teacher of Latin,
elegant and lost in men's worl d, who Me11on t1ies
to help, he dreams also about a Chinese princess,
" Last night my dream about a Chinese princess
obsessed me for the whole day again 'The Proverb", a close and real person
who comes in my dream in various and myste1ious ways"5. Jn a later pe1iod
he dreams about a Black nanny, cuddling him to her heart. "I had a moving
dream about a Black mother.... She stood at the fron t of me - her face was
ugly and severe, but a great wannth came from her to me and we hugged
each other with great love (and l hugged her with gratefulness). What was
recognisable, it was not her face, but the warmth ofthe hug of her hea11. We
6
danced together a little bit. Me and my Black mother." It is a sort of memory
from childhood. He dreams that he is awakened from his dream by a delicate
hand of a nurse. At the same time he writes a poem ti tled "Hagia Sophia",
saturated with allusions combining all those figures in one.
So, she is Eve - who he escaped from and
who he desired, but who was not to disturb him,
and who returns to him as the most intimate, internal truth, and at the same time, the Holy Virgin, giving him a refuge, as well as the Divine
Wisdom, by whom he feels to be awakened to a
new life. A girl, a woman who appeared in his
dreams and is recognised in paiticular pictures is
called "A Proverb". "A Proverb", or "A Parable" is associated with the Book of Proverbs,
wonderfully describing Wisdom-God's masterpiece, playing with Him and being His delight
s Cf. A Ga/fe1y of Womens Faces, p. 168.
6

Ibidem, p. 169.
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(see Proverbs 8, 22-30). Jonathan Monthaldo in his analysis on female
portraits by Merton, suggests however an interesting and original thesis,
that for him "a proverb" can be, apart from all archetypical associations with
met and dreamt women, also Merton himself. Discovering in himself the
female element he identifies himselfwith Hagia Sophia, with the Embodied
World of God, and accepts it in himselfatthe deepest level of his existence.
It is an interesting thought, also in the context of later Merton's love episode in 1966 when he fell in love with a young nurse known as M. It seems as
ifin this person, met in reality, with whom he experienced an extraordinaiy
time of love, fascination and unity, Merton found an embodiment of his
theological intuitions, and the deepest unity with his own being. It is thanks
to that mutual love that he discovered a deeper sense of his vocation to the
fullness of unity, he experienced that what counts is such a devotion when
"our verz being surrenders itself to the nakedness of love and to a union
7
where there us no veil ofillusion between us". Drawing the portraits Merton expresses himself, his prayer, his need ofunity. And the high temperature of his heait, which is directed to God.
In a later period he writes about "A Proverb" and about "M": " I dreamt
in several different ways oftrying to contact M. I cannot remember what the
dreams were, only that the last one, before I woke up, was that I was sending
a child to the hospital to tell her that I love her.... I almost never dream
about M. as she is but of someone who, I instinctively know, represents her.
... Still, just when I wake up, the archetypal
8
M. and the reality merge together." Thus
there was an internal connection in Merton's
consciousness between M. and Wisdom, and
Mary, Eve and Proverb, as well as with himself in his deepest interior.
There are also two very interesting drawings
that show a figure ofChrist taking offa veil or
a scarf from the head of a young woman.
The other picture shows the face of Christ
stamped on the veil, "Veron Eikon" known
from Christian iconography. Insightful analysis of the way the pictures were produced
7

Living With Wisdom, p. 181.
KA Ga/lei)' of Women~· Faces, p. 171.
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leads us to conclude that the female figure is an Old Testament type - the Divine Wisdom dancing in the presence of
the Highest; the veil is taken off and "uncovered" by the
Incarnated Word, Christ, the Incarnated Wisdom. In 1959
Merton saw the picture made by Victor Hammer showing
the Virgin Mary putting a crown on the Christ's head. "The
feminine principle in the universe is the inexhaustible source
of creative realization of God's glmy",9 he writes to the
author impressed by his painting. Yet Merton in his work
presented another interpretation of this motif. It was an
intuitive grasp of God, as uniting male and female elements. Me1ton identified a female figure in Hammer's painting as the .-------~
10
Wisdom. Also in his own work Merton shows
ArlAl::O<D IA
Christ who represents Wisdom, Christ and the young
Woman personify the Hagia Sophia, and the paradox ofjoy full ofembanassment or pain is visible. 11
It is a so11 ofallusion to sad Madonnas presented in
Orthodox icons. Christ takes offthe veil as a B1idegroom showing the light ofbeauty ofhis Bride. But
She herself is an image of the Word, a New Face of
God. It is interesting in this context to discover some
visual resemblance between this Woman - the Wis- t---'-'--'--""""'""""',_,_..._,_-"l
dom, young, joyful and affected, with the nurse
named Margie, who Merton fell in love with. Michael Mott suggests that
both the dreams and the drawings, as well as the visualisation of a Jewish
girl are reflections or reminiscence of his beloved M. 12
The works from this cycle are also fom1ally interesting. Me1ton 's aitistic
sensitivity does not weaken, on the contra1y, despite the fact that it is not
the main domain ofhis activity, he works with increasing verve and concentration. His paintings are simple and deep. At the same time one can feel his
9

LetterofTh. Merton to Victor Hammer, May 14th, 1959, qtd from: Living With

Wisdom, p. 132.

°

1

s

Cf. M. B. Betz, Merton Images ofElias, Wisdom, and the Inclusive God, in:
TMA , 13(2000), pp. 190-207, 202.
11

Cf. ibidem, p.204.
Cf. M. Mott, The Seven Mountains of Thomas Merton, San Diego: Harvest
Books, 1993, p. 578.
12
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fascination and admiration of women 's beauty. He shows their beauty in
many different forms, their faces represent various physiognomies, but they
all have a smt ofcommon featw·e. The visual fmm ofthe works was influenced
by both theological studies of Wisdom, and Me1ton's sensitivity to the
beauty of the human beings surrounding him in reality and in dreams.
Through the images from the dreamy meetings he seems to try to get to the
core of the reality. To find the meaning and hannony. Dream and reality do
not merge, but they enable him to get deeper into his own being and the
essence of the world, universe, reality. Me1ton 's rut is indissolubly interlocked
with meditation and contemplation. It is out of the verbal (and possibly trustful) way of telling the mystical experience of meeting the Hagia Sophia.
Those works, just like the works from the previous period, show Merton's temperament, strong personality, perceptiveness and idealistic tendencies. in the same pe1iod he made also portraits and paintings of figures
belonging to some other thematic groups.

Unspeakable and real. Photography
Jim Forest iri his biography of Merton notices thatMe1tons "affair" with
•
M erphotography began in autumn 1964. 13 More or less at the same time
ton, continuing his painting expc1iences begins his experiments with marking paper with black ink abstract, "signs". Experience of photography
and calligraphs is the expression of completing a spilitual search and inner
•

14

JOUmey.
Yet Merton's attitude towards photography is surprisirig. It was a kind
of"transposition" or extraction of
the inner, intuitive cognition of the
essence of things into the visual
world, because this essential world (.
is hidden inside ofit. lnitially, iri the r\ti
earlier period Merton did not trust · ··'
photography, because he thought
that its adve1tisirig function made
it submitted to social mechanisms,
Cf. Living With Wisdom, p. 159.
Cf. Th. Merton, Circular Letter to Friend~. September 1968, in: Th. Me1ton,
The Asian Journal of Thomas Merton, London: Sheldon Press, 1973.
ll

1•
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which misrepresent a human being. He thought that advertisements seduce
us, to feel the craving to have an item from the picture. However, when as a
child he saw the photographs of various
pai1S ofFrance- in the albwns bought with
the money given by his grandfather - he
felt an unsatisfied desire of wanderu1g and
he wanted to possess everything he saw.
Maybe he was seduced by the illusion of
photography, but thanks to it he discovered also the call for wandering, taking a
jow11ey, and visiting the places that charmed him with their climate. By the encounter and more serious study ofEastern philosophical thought, especially the irituitions
of Zen philosophy, he discovered some extraordinary means of expression,
"notirig the traces of things", with the help ofa camera, as well as the paper
covered with light-sensitive emulsion, and the Light itself He noticed that the
light as such somehow "works", Wliting its reflections ofobjects.
The way photos are made appealed to Me1ton, and the process of
developing them, "calling up" the already noted pictures on paper. It was
similar for him to the most il11po1tant processes in everything that exists, in
the Reality. Photography could elicit what analogically happens iri the
structure ofbeing, everywhere around, within him, and within every human
being. He noticed that the same happens when the light of God enters into
our life, leaving a mark iri it. We can "develop" it, or keep it hidden. The
15
world is like a negative waiting to be transformed by the light of Christ.
This way of"illuminating" an object, casting an eye on it and freezing the
image caused photography to become a witness of Merton experiences. It
began speaking the language, which was different to the language of advertisement he had met and criticised. It allowed for a contemplative perception of an object without the need of possessirig it. As if the very sight
was an act of entering an object. The way of meeting it, and the union with
it, without violating its integrity and virginity. It was the same period when
Merton wrote his moving essay titled "Rain and Rhinoceros" about the
15
Ch. Mcatyard, Merton s "Zen Camera" and Contemplative Photography, in:
The Kentucky Review VII, 2, p. 137.
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unselfishness of being experienced and described thanks to his ab ility of
16
admiring the rain, just rain ing, wantingnothing. This kind ofunselfishness
is deeply felt in Merton's photography.
Acquaintance and friendship with artists-photographers helped Mer17
ton to learn the secrets ofphotography. Ralph Eugene Meatyard was one
of them. Christopher Meatyard in his excellent article analyses the development of
18
both aitists. T hey had many conunon
passions - photography, similar attitude
towards the outside world, and their fascinati on with Zen - that gave them a
common language on a very deep level.
Mcatyard's opinion on photography, his
experimental ach ievements put some professional discipline in Merton's photographic attempts. Meatyard's pictures are
like paintings, fu ll of eccentr ic mysteriousness, sense of humour, and at
the same time visionaiy. But the very essence of his pictures was a response to the aggression of photographic advertisement. Building a picture
Meatyard used the "Zen technique" - anti-logical illusion - to expose the
mechanism ofobsessive attraction, and through the reaction ofrejection, to
cause a viewer to detach from the object. On the other hand, Merton's
pictures are full ofsimplicity, and reverence towards a common, ve1y important, and, at the same time, totally
unimportant object, focused on respect to every detail.
In photography Merton proved
to be the most fulfilled artist, showing
his excellent intuition in composition,
sensitivity for space, climate of the
places and objects. We want to meet the things Merton shows us. And, as
16

Cf. Th. Merton, Rain and !he Rhinoceros, in: Raids on the Umpeakable, New
York: New Directions, 1966, pp. 9-23.
17
Merlon .i· "Zen Camera ", p. 122.
18 Ibidem, pp. 122-131.
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Merton himself felt in the past, we feel the urge to be in these places.
Through the pictures we absorb a kind of inner strength from these objects.
We want to meet them almost as persons, and such a meeting takes place
thanks to the picture frozen in the photo. At the same time we are sent to the
object, not the same, but the one which is close to us, to learn how to see it
in a free way, without possessiveness, aware, not desiring ii, and calling for
nothing.
Me1ton is able to gain the affect of abstraction, which has a deeper
meaning. One ofMe1ton's biographers, John Howard Griffin, noticed that
Merton was not interested in nonnal
photography, but used it as a focus
19
ofcontemplation. Merion called the
camera he used the "Zen-camera".
This was what he noted photographically was a way of meditation on
objects, and the act of contemplation was a picturesque metaphor, a
kind of allus ion. Merton wanted an
aware revision, an insight into the
visual world. Studying Zen helped in such "insight" . He knew that Zen is
neither theology, nor an aesthetic rule, but that it is included in reli gion or
20
attistic expression . Both Meatyard and Merton, while following slightly
different paths, gained similar results. They both wanted to say, that there
is no need to possess everything we see, and that there is no need to
explain everything completely. One can experience the encounter with
Real ity, one can participate in it in an aware and contemplative way and
one can gain deeper and deeper freedom. Me1ton noticed that the Eastern
style of Zen art uses abstractions and minimalism to detach the observer
from the observed object, (this detachment can be called "povc1ty"), and as
a result, or at the same time, to liberate the consciousness. Despite many
obvious differences the Zen experience proved to be very close to Clu·istian
experience. Thus the photography was also a witness to these similaiities.
Photography allowed him to contemplate the visual objects and, at the
same time helped to liberate him from them. Photography as such is a means
19
20

Cf. ibidem, p. 140.
Cf. ibidem.
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of "factualisation" - but Zen makes us realise
·~
that "when a fact is isolated from the stream of
'
reality, it becomes a false representation, an illu21
sion, a contradiction". Abstraction and minimalism, but also paradox, incoherence, contradictions, and eccentric behaviour aim to destroy
the foundations of ready explanation and to remove what is essential in the conjectured "experience". Such are the origins and the aim ofMerton's photography - to deal with the facts and
to get, tlu·ough the contemplation of an object,
to their hidden meanings.
Merton shows also his sense ofhumour, when
in a paradoxical Zen manner he presents "the only known picture of God",
with nothing (or Nothing?) suspended on the empty hook in the centre of
the composition.
It is worth mentioning here another ofM erton's ambiguous fascination
with one ofthe Himalayas' peaks, the Mount Kanchen Junga, the affection
22
born during his Asian joumey. Initially he was irritated with its proud
height and the necessity of seeing it
every place. But later on he met the
mystery of the mountain and wanted to take pictures ofit. He rea lised
that on all available postcards the
mountain is presented only rrom one
side. He discovered the othc1; hidden,
dark side of the motmtain, invisible
for people. In The Asian Journal
Merton canied away by passionate
affection wrote: "O Tantric Mother
Mountain! Yin-yang palace of opposities in unity!( ... ) A great consent to be and not-be, a compact to

delude no one who does not first want to be deluded. The full beauty of the
mountain is not seen until you too consent to the impossible paradox: it is
and it is not. When nothing more needs to be said, the smoke of ideas
23
clears, the mountain is SEEN". Merton again dreams about what is most
important for him, this time about Kanchen Junga. Then he takes p ictures
ofhis new love and notes: "I took three more photos of the mountain. An
act of reconciliation? No, a camera cannot reconcile one with anything.
Nor can it see a real mountain. The camera does not know what it takes: it
captures materials wi th which you reconstruct, not so much what you saw
as what you thought you saw. Hence the best photography is aware,
mindful, of illusion and uses illusion, pennitting and encouraging it especially unconscious and powerful illusions that are not n01mally ad24
mitted on the scene". Merton
expresses his credo as a photographer: a picture helps to realise the ill usions we are usually
submitted to, but we are usually
not aware of. But only the awareness of illusion, and letti ng it
speak allows for meeting the
Truth. In his opin ion photography is more similar to a thought than to a painting. His pictures show how
he perceived, how he " thought" the world, and show his kindness and
love towards the world.
As in the case of his calligraphs, Merton's pictures can be described
with a focus on their aesthetic values and his technical skills. We can mention here briefly: he photographed objects, landscapes and people. A separated group contain his photographic notes from his journey to California
and New Mexico, when he took pictures of many poetic landscapes as well
as nature's details. He photographed also places and people during his
journey to the East. Pictures of the Buddha figures in Pollonaruwa are
especially interesting, as they re-create the absolute beauty and hannony of
the monuments and the climate of the cool silence and concentration.
~i<i:'>'llolm

21 Merton~·

23

11

14

"Zen Camera", pp. 122- 131.
Cf. Living With Wisdom, pp. 206-207, and Merion s "Zen Camera", p. 134.
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111e Asian Journal of Thomas Merton, pp. 156- 157.
The Asian Journal of Thomas Merton, p. 153.
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Katarzyna Bruzda: Thomas Merton - an Artist

The majority Me1ton 's pictures are
black and white. They have many
aesthetic values associated with composition, black and white contrast, graphic gradation of greyness, and the
work ofl ight. Bur the essence of these

wtitten actions was seeing and detachment from seeing to get to non-seeing,
to void where all facts, objects and
axioms are lost, to communicate with
the Tmth and Wisdom as it is, without
any certainties. Thus, for Me1ton, with
the Person of God.

Solitude and compassion. Calligraphy.
Calligraphy is a further accomplishment ofphotographic experience. An
adventure with photography begins about 1960. Initially Me1ton studies
Oriental thought, among others a Buddhist Zen scholar from Japan, Doctor
Suzuki, he initiates the cotTespondence, and even is able to meet Suzuki in
New York, he next studies authors and thinkers and he dreams ofa journey to
the East. In 1968 he goes to Asia for the Benedictine and Trappist monks
conference near Bangkok, and allowed to visit some other places on the way.
As it is known, it was the his last jowney. It ended with Me1ton 's tragic death
in Bangkok. The 01igins ofMe1ton's interest in the East come deep from the
past, through numerous episodes directing his quest. One of the important
moments forunderstanding the philosophy and religion ofthe East, before he
began his journey, was, apart from studying his thoughts, his own experience
of contact with the idea of Japanese Zen art. Me1ton did not deal with it as an
imitator; it would be missing its essence anyway. He put his marks individually,
not trying to "repeat" the alphabet. The discovery of Zen ait was for Merton
a very important step in approaching the Truth. The essence of Zen was to
25
destroy the apparently true reality in our minds to let us see directly. Making
15
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Cf. Merton's "Zen Camera'', p. 142.

use of his previous painting experiences and experiments with wide spots Merton bravely enters
the world of calligraphy, treating it as an abstract,
· objectless utterance. He puts black ink marks on
paper. The very mark is at the same time its own
signature. The Chinese and then Japanese calligrnphs
were like that. At the same time they were haiku
poems and pictures. A short paradoxical thought
liberating from the sense, written in a form, which
'•
itself is liberated from the meaning. 26 Fonnal minimal ism and non-attaclunent to the fonn were to preserve the freedom from
it.27 The function ofbeauty, Merton writes in Zen and the Birds o.f Appetite,
is to be "an epiphany of the Absolute and fo1mless Void which is God. It is
an embodiment of the Absolute mediated through the personality of the
artist, or perhaps better his "spirit " and contemplative experience. The
contribution ofZen to art, he continues, is then a profound spiritual dimension and transforms art into an essentiallz con28
templative experience. Merton notices that
there is a coherence between art and life, that
in the experience oftraditional Japanese art they
constitute the inseparable unity.
Calligraphy - in contrast with photography, born in Europe, but treated by Merton as
his own "Zen tool" - originated directly from
the culture of the East, from the period when
the Buddhism in China produced a new current of so-called "contemplative Buddhism",
that later developed in Japan as "Zen Buddism"
29
(approx. 13 century). Merton for the first time
found himself in a completely new area, as far
as mt is concerned. In Merton's hitherto works one can clearly see his more
or less conscious inspirations with European att, contemporary painting,
26

C( A. W. Watts, The Way ofZen, New York: Pantheon Books, 1958.
Cf. Merton's- "Zen Camera", p. 142.
28
Th. Merton, Zen and the Birds qfAppetite, New York: New Directions, 1968, p. 90.
29 M. Prodan, Sztuka chiliska, Warszawa: PIW, 1975, pp. 133-134 [An lntmduction to Chinese Art, London: Sprong Books, 1966).
27
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pictures of Cezanne, drawings ofPicasso, and the
artistic climate of his family. Calligraphy, while
being for Merton a sort of "borrowed" artistic
means, soon became his own, very individual way
\ of artistic expression, but it was not what he tho': ught while painting calligraphies. The artistic field
1
'or '<l · ifY was prepared by Merton's impetus, perceptive.....,,.,,~~·:.z?!X;;;,~1·.Jll'l"'W ness, sensitivity, and his sense of composition,
~
but what is most worth to be esteemed is that
they became his extremely personal and indivir.-i......., dual way of coming into authentic contact with
the Reality. They were his own meditation taking him off the subject, meditation negating the a priori meanings. The artistic progress made by Merton here is enormous and seems to go in parallel with a sort of passing of
another internal mountain from where he could suddenly see the astonishing landscape, full of light and space. We should remember that his last
painting works are the female portraits desc1ibed before, still close to the subject, even if
only a dreamy one, or associations with nature.
And suddenly, after his experiences with recognition ofthe Hagia Sophia in many female figures, Merton enters the way of positive negation, as if not experiencing Wisdom through
intuitive contact with it, but perhaps being pulled by the "vibrating space" or the "great void"
known in Zen, and as a result deepening his
recognition of the Beloved Divine Wisdom. I
cannot say what Merton's spiritual experience
was li ke, but his pictures rapidly turning from illustrative into abstract, with
the usage ofalmost the same formal means prove an inner metamorphosis of
Me1ton. As in Chinese or Japanese art colour was rejected "to let the intuition rule freely, because colour is an illusion, and illusion is colour",3°
Merton gives up nice female faces, rejects images and his attachment to
fom1s (even the most lovely, but only alleg01ical ones), that he used to dress
God with. He moves to the pure fotm, included within itself, suggesting

Katarzyna Bruzda: Thomas Merton - an Artist
nothing and having no additional meaning. In my
opinion Merton's calligraphies are the mute witnesses of his contemplative enlight:ment. The calligraphies emanate from Me1ton 's solitude and silence. There is a tension, speed and rapidity in
them. A line is ruled almost by an accident, but
the spots are placed harmonically and sometimes
they suggest symbolic associations, such as the
sign of the cross, and they are still fo1mally asce~.:/"
tic. In this way the cross becomes a universal note.
""
It seems that it is also a means ofsome kind ofcontact, hannony and communication which is commonly understood, or rather conunonly not understood. The signs - without meaning constitute the code of communication a
kind of empathy with all people, cultures and religions. Finally Me1ton fou~d
his solih1de and silence in the very centre of his experience of meeting with
people, that he was missing so much, just before he met his death. During his
journey to the East he realised the meaning of compassion. He also met
people, with whom he established such a
deep communication, that he was joyfully embarrassed and astonished. One such
meeting was the encounter with Chatral
Rimpoche, described as the expe1ience
of being on the verge of"the great realisation".31Compassion, the sharing common feelings could become deeper for
Merton thanks to his previous meeting
and experience of the art of Zen Buddhism assimilated as his own "Christian"
experience ofliberation from fo1m for the
meeting with the Incarnated Truth and
Wisdom. The calligraphies that he painted he called "the seeds that sprouted as
the call for the consciousness". 32

31 The Asian Journal o/Thomas Merton, p. 141.
30

Sztuka chinska, p. 134.
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Merton.'v "Zen Camera", p. 142.
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Summing up, one can notice that Merton's
artistic way is the witness of his quest and spiritual journey in time and space. It is the record of
his following the path of gradually deeper and
clearer consciousness, and at the same time the
witness of his vivid temperament and unusual
dynamism from his youth till the end of his life.
For all the time he is deeply involved not only in
verbal but also visual expression. In the beginning his drawings show his internal struggle,
mocke1y and criticism. Then vmious visual means become helpful in recording the process of recognition of himself and finding his identity. In the
final period Me11on treats art, especially photography, as a means of a
dialogue with society, which has difficulties to get into contact with its inner
self, and, on the other hand, as a means of
clearing the consciousness and the way of
contemplation, which is visible both in photography and in calligraphs. In Merton's
opinion an a11ist should focus on his own
task, and not on the role society tries to impose on him. Merton himself for all his life
unmasked the stereotypes of thinking about himself w ithin the categmies of the roles
he played. He was himself as much as it was
possible. Thus he did not play the role of
the artist. He w a s an artist - as his talent
and his fair quest prove.
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